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In this part of New Mexico we
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Puppy love that leads to manslaughter Is the most Idiotic kind.
Many blondes are so perverse as to
refuse to go insane to please any scientist

President Tatt's Speech.
President alt came to Aiuuquer- que Friday; stayed for a few hours;
spread among the people the radiance
of the Taft smile, gave freely of the
warmth of the Taft handshake, and
when he departed for El Paso left
something that the people of New
Mexico have never had before the
assurance that they have In the chief
executive of the nation an enthusiastic advocate of the immediate admission of this territory to the union
of states; that William H. Taft is in
1

CALLED

SUPREME CGURT

TO TIME.

ftp

JUSTICE IS DEAD
RUFUS W. PECKHAM, APPOINTED
BY CLEVELAND, SUCCUMBS
TO BRIGHT'S DISEASE.

Tiburón Party in Mexico.
Alma Farmer Stabbed to Death.
A dispatch from Bisbee, Ariz., reAn Albuquerque dispatch of OctoSlpe of Alma, ceived at Albuquerque October 22nd,
says:
It WAS AN UPRIGHT JUDGE
Wilhelmina thinks the whole coun- ber 22nd
"Ain't she all right, Maria?"
prominent cit- savs: The exoedition to the unknown favor of statehood not only because
try of Holland isn't nearly so Impor- N. M., a respectedwasandstabbed t'j death island of Tiburón, in the Gulf of Col- - Is one of the pledges of the national
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hpaded
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reached Guayinas, Mex for statehood as a plain citizen; be- HARD WORKER AND AUTHOR OF
this
Good sense and a spirit of fair play Ashby, a tenant of Sipe's, at the ico, and will sail today or tomorrow cause he believes New Mexico Is enExperienced.
Non-Coare the proper equipment to take into home of another tenant.
(to recruit) I don't supMANY IMPORTANT RECENT
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at
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and her citizenship,
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One safe place tor the innocent by- a short time over the division of the
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so far as is known, it has not a single plunged It repeatedly Into the breast ernor Torres will send a strong body I am glad to be here to say what I
of troops Into the interior as a rescue Hm going to say about that thing Altamott at 8:15 Sunday night.
airship. Such unpreparedness!
of Sipe, who died in a few minutes, expedition.
Death was due to a complication of
which is uppermost in your mind.
penetrating
The reason why the equinox is so one thrust of the knife
The party now consists of ten men, you seem to be able to guess what It diseases heart trouble, Brlght's disstormy is that, like some humans, it his heart.
of ammunition is. Every baby in this territory seems ease and hardening of the arteries
fled and a with 1,000 rounds
Ashby immediately
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older
an
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Two years before the
say that I will not veto a bill letting
Supreme Court, he came on from
A Cleveland judge has ruled that a daughter of Sipe was married.
Big Money for Divorcee.
New Mexico in. (Applause).
Washington
with Mrs. Peckham to
husband need not wash the dishes.
holdings of
is
All the Albuquerque
At Alma public indignation
"And second, that I shall recomspend the summer at Altamont, exStill, sometimes he likes to keep aroused to such a pitch thai It may James G. Darden, including two mortmend that the promise of the Repubpeace in the family.
pecting to return for the beginning of
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A few days ago his condition be
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was filed lute divorce on the proven ground of Union, so that we shall have nothing
A deed
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girls a man out in Eransville, Ind., here this afternoon transferring to the desertion.
Darden is given her
Mrs.
the Pacific. They have an objection
hibited considerable strength and war
nearly broke his neck. How flattered Redondo Development Company, re- former name of Van Riper and also
to you because some of you speak able to be about the house. The cir
cently incorporated in Santa Fe for receives the immensely valuable
the young women must have felt.
locasomething
Baca
Spanish.
know
Well,
I
the
dollars,
half a million
conwith
which
culatory
disturbance
farm at Keswick, Va
of
about the Spanish language, and they
King Edward is reported to be op- tion No. 1, or Baca land grant,
mounits stables, furnishings and Uve stock, could not speak a more beautiful tributed to his death was first noposed to automobile racing.
This 100,000 acres in the Jemez
ticed about six years ago.
Including a large number of race language than that. I know something
ought to make the streets of New tains.
Washington.
The announcement
This marks the formal sale of the horses.
the. Spanish descended people
about
York much safer than they were be- property at a consideration
underon
of the death of Justice Peckham,
The fair defendant left at onoe
courteous, how chivfore.
expected, came as a shock to
while
stood to be over $500,000 to Charles her special" car via El Paso for New and I know how
W. Stone, I. B. Wet more and other York, refusing to be Interviewed. It alrous, and what high ideas they his associates on the bench and in of
The customs appraisers at New Pennsylvania men.
have of hospitality and kindness,
ficial circles, and everywhere expres
presumed that Darden invested the generosity and courtesy,
York are confronted with a puzzle in
An aching back is instantly
and I am sions of regret were heard.
The property is rich In timber, is
in
him
loaned
says
she
she
$81,000
being called on to decide whether per- mineral and grazing resources
and
in contact with
glad
come
to
here
relieved by an application of
Peckham was a Democrat
property, which Mrs.
Justice
forming cats are tools of trade. The with thousands of acres of fine agri- Albuquerque
that element and certainly I am not and before taking a seat on the bench
Sloan's Liniment.
difficulty is increased, as the ques- cultural land, is one of the most val- Van Riper recovers.
going to iiBe any influence to keep gave considerable attention to poliThis liniment takes the place
uable tracts in New Mexico.
y
tion is so to speak a
them out if they are citizens of the tics in New York. He was born In
of massage and is better than
The Redondo Company will begin
one.
Fair.
Navajo
conShiprock
to
be
United States and entitled
Albany. N. Y., Nov. S, 1838, and had
development of the tract at once, one
sticky plasters. It penetrates
of the
A Santa
Fe dispatch of October sidered like other citizens that we been on the bench, state and federal,
without rubbing through
Admiral Lord Charles Beresford's of the most important features
of
building
Navloyal
flag
and
to
the
taken
in,
exclusive
have
immediate
says:
being
the
The
first
plan
21st
years. He came from
for twenty-siplea for a compact of English-speakinthe skin and muscular tissue
seventy-fiv- e
miles of railroad from the ajo fair is now on at Shiprock able to serve their country when it the Court of Appealsh of his native
peoples against war is excellent
right to the bone, quickens the
of the Jemez mountains to Al- agency In San Juan county, and is is necessary.
state.
as far as it goes. But why stop there? heart
blood, relieves congestion, and
buquerque.
large
Navpopulation
a
have
of
'You
exhibition
an
as
remarkable
was
that
office
first
Peckham's
Mr.
Why not include Germany rather than
Col. W. S. Hopewell is New Mexico
you
gives permanent as well as
enough, but, my friends, when
of Albany county.
attorney
of
district
keeping up talk of the "red ahead" agent for the company, with head- ajo products, and the interest aroused
temporary relief.
There are 200 think of statehood It is like the aspir
among the Navajos.
was elected to that position in
He
aspect of affairs which her exclusion quarters here.
general exhibitors, none with less ation of a boy to become a man, and 18Ü8.
Here's the Proof.
became in sucHe
afterward
and her natural defensive militancy
Mr. .TAMES C. Lee, of 1100 9th St.,
than five products, and some with to become the head of a family, and cession a corporation counsel for AlD.C., writes : "Thirty
B.K.,Washtiigtoii,
creates?
New Mining Corporations.
all the independence that that gives; bany, member of the Supreme Court
a scaffold and
years ago I fell
fifty exhibits.
1 suffered terriTwo large mining corporations hove
Navajo products are 95 but it also entails some burdens',
purely
A school board in New Jersey wants
of
The
justice
associate
and
state
of
times; from the small of my back
the
bly
at
'
operate
in
to
both
incorporated,
you.
have
was
stomach
Just as if I
all
iny
cent, from the reservation Indians when you become a man
around
simplified cooking in the schools. This been
per
was
He
Appeals,
of
Court
mountains, in Dona Ana
Lad been beaten with a club. I used
got to support yourself, you have got the State
plan will cut out oyster patties, deviled the Organ
5 per cent, from agency Navajos.
every plaster I could get with no relief.
the last of President Cleveland's Demthe working of and
for
both
county
and
if
your
your
children,
support
to
wife,
pain right
Superintenby
the
took
Sloan's Liniment
arranged
ehicken, baked beans, salmon croocratic annopintees to the federal Suproperties. The fair was
mining
out, and I can now do as much ladder
quettes, charlotte russe,
dent W. T. Shelton, formerly of Santa you are lucky enough to have them;
Fuller and
and old, Bennett-Stephensopreme
Chief
Court,
Justice
work as any man In the shop, thanks to
company
Is
The
Fe. Some exhibits came from sev- so it is as to statehood; you have got Justice White being the other two. He
the like dainties. If the school-childre$1.500,000. and .(he inYou
away. The value of ex- to select your own officials.
have been living so high as all capitalized at
took his seat in January, 1896.
S. Leh- enty miles
are
and
corporators
directors
hibits, exclusive of farm products is, think that is easy, and you do not like
that, it is no wonder that the Judicious
His chief distinction was that of
O. Joliffe, Pea-bodKan.;
Newton,
man
by
somebody
to have them selected
feel that a simplified diet Is In order.
about $7,000.
giving his time exclusively to the duKan.; L. C. Smith, Hutchinson,
will
time
;omi
the
else, but perhaps
ties of the court. He accepted no outMarconi is to build a new plant. It Kan.; J. J. McCollough, Kansas City;
when you will get some officials in, side appointments and undertook no
Long Distance Balloon Trip.
is about time for electricity to be R. J. Woulfe, Newton; T. S. Temple,
by somebody that differs with
selected
with the high
connected
working some new wonders.
dispatch of Octo- you. The majority might be such that work not
The Richmond, Kan., and Mark B. ThompAn Albuquerque
But he was in constant attrouble in this wonderful and rapid son, of Las Cruces. The Grace Dona ber 19th says: After traveling ninety you won't like the majority; that tribunal.
Mr. J. P. Evans, of Mt. Airy, G.,
on the court and he gave
age is that wonders become ordinary Rose Company is capitalized for
ays: "After being afflicted for three
Then you will tendance
miles, reaching an altitude of 13,000 sometimes happens.
to all matrheumatism, I used Sloan's
with headquarters at Kent. feet, and remaining in the air two have to stand it. You cannot then put the most careful attention
matters so soon and the insatiable
Íe&rs with and was cured sound ana
ters before it. He was married but
well, and am glad to say I haven't been
public keeps crying for more. The The incorporators and directors are hours and a half, Roy
Stanmi and it on to Washington.
You cannot say
accepted
society.
He
into
went
troubled
with rheumatism since. My
little
old attitude of disbelief is changing Benjamin Klein of Chicago; Gerard J. A. Blondin, who left here this morn- if they only understood
what the
leg was badly swollen from my hip to
a bottle took tn
lf
my knee.
into eager demand for more wonders W. Kent of Kent; E. N. Cherry of ing at eleven o'clock in the Stamm needs of New Mexico were then we no invitations to public functions and
takpain and swelling out."
yet.
Oak Park. 111., and Louis .1. Blum of balloon, descended at Lucy, N. M., on would have good officials all the time; made no public addresses after
justice.
a
as
ing
Liniment
his
seat
Sloan's
j
Chicago.
of the banta re Kau-- you nave got fQ (0 the selecting your-wathe belen cut-of- f
A European custom which can be
Cases involving the rights of corpohas no equal as a
at 1:30 o'clock this afternoon.
selr
very well dispensed with in this counreceived special consideration
remedy for RheuElection.
one time reached a
Templar
at
Knights
The balloon
You have got to do something else rations
he
and
try is the claque which has to be
at Justice Peckham's hands
an hour and
matism. Neuralgia
yolI have to ,,ass a constitution that
Dr. James H. Wroth of this city velocity of fifty miles
court's
bribed not to hiss opera singers. The
of the traveled practically the whole dis-- ! Bna gerve as a fundamental law, for was the author of some of the
or any pain or
recent
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opinions
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most
Mexico at tance at an altitude ot over iu,uuu
stiffness in the
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Dr. Earl S. Sloan,
The aeronauts, the first to try a and just by statute; that are going low a fair return
It transpires that two suspected and A. A. Keen, also of Albuquerque,
could not interfere to deThe ninth annua
nnir ii stance Da loon in i iu
to accomplish everything by law and eral courts
cases of cholera on a British tank grand secretary.
Boston, Mm,, U.S.A.
were
they
unless
invalid
them
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morntendance Mexico, will return here in the
who intend to put so many limitations
steamer irom Kotterdam which was conclave had the largest
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so
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on your Legislature that it cannot
detained in quarantine at Falmouth on record in New Mexico.
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Earickson & Co,

You're sure of a crop under irrigation.

get prompt relief frome from
Automobile Terminal. a cough or cold. It genty moves
You can make enough to buy your own B
the bowels, heals irritation of the
pasThe automobile mail and
throat and stops the cough. Sold
ten acres next year.
senger stage from Roswell to oy bunnysicle Drug Co.
Torrance will be discontinued and
instead the mail from Roswell to Mrs. Hunt Entertains.
the Rock Island railroad will be
One of the most unique as well
carried to Vaughn. Work has begun on the new route and it is as one of the most enjoyable of
expected that the changa will be recent social events of Ricardo,
quilting-be- e
effected in about ten ds.ys from was the
given by Mrs. Robert M.
the starting of the work as only
forty miles of new road will have Hunt, on Thursday of last week.
The ladies assembled at 9 a. m.
to be built, although the distance
is 110 miles. The change is Two quilts were framed and the
worked and chatted
made by the managers of the busy-bee- s
automobile line from the fact of merrily until 12 o'clock, when
the much better accommodations the hostess invited all to the dinfor the traveling public at ning room, where was a dinner
Vaughn, especially since the new that was so sumptious that words
Harvey house has been made a fail us in description, but by the
feature of the junctiou of the way the goods things vanished I
Santa Fe and Rock I&land at that am sure our hostess realized that
all voted her a pueen of the culi.
place.
nary art.
At 2:30 p. m, the
Tlje
quilts were ready for use and the
ladiss
were showered with thank
An Editor's Love Letter
from the hostess and her genial
Weetet
"Dear darling delinquent! Our husband who so ably assisted in
precious subscriber in arrears! making the day one of Ricardo's
You are so shy! Do you think most pleasant memory clays.
The remainder of the day was
we have sold out and gone ? No,
little sugar plum, we could not spent in social conversation pleaget away if we wanted too. We santly intersperced with music.
are still at the same old stand At 4:30 the ladies departed for
dishing out the advertisers on their home3, pronouncing Mrs.
sweet promises and bright ex Hunt a most charming hostess.
Those present were:
pectations. ihey make an exHowell, Williams, Mahan-na- ,
cellent diet, darling, with a little
Ko Fiatiii has ever been more enthusiastically endorsed.
Small, Anderson, Standby,
pudding flavored with a word of
Thj iH.'viio C?8tt, the Easy, Responsivo Action, and above
encouragement to serve as a des Squires Kennedy, Richhart, Anall i.'. Jeep, sweat, rich Tone, cap Uvates performer and
Carley.
We are waiting and gel, Grubbs, McClare,
sert.
Vo united verdict ia that
watching for thee, our turtle Todd, Randal, Skates, Gardner
dove. We long to hear thy gen of Aguda, and Misses Walker,
LOMBARD
ARE
tie footsteps on the stairway be Wharton and Small of Amarillo.
low and to hear the ring of the
happy dollars within our office.
Uncle Walt's
Dear one, we feel unusually sad
:r? ,Ilft!p" M. Mr.kor. 24 fírnnd Ave., Aurora, III., nays: I cannot fiad words in (lie
"iiirlihU taupu.iue
express my appreciation 10 ymt fur having- sold nmsucU a beautiful
and lonely without you, dear.
think it 14 iho most tuMiiitful case I ever naw, and the lone m mnipiv
Denatured Poem. ii aiHi. 1 shallreally
be glad to give you any teatiiuouial, a I think the Lombard should tuk tlia
t,
luau."
will you
Now little
Oeo. nnobltday, Pros. Corpus Christ! Collet, r.nlesbnnr, III., oavm "We am
If your abode's on Easy street, iho Rot.
come : uo we hear you answer
uiiifr
J. mi hard in oar i ol.t
it. it
v uurk at Corpus I hrisii, and it in a pluauro to rccommeud
in a voice so sweet and beguil- and Trouble's out of reach, most ;a a beauliml lusiiunienl with a üep. swtftt, r.cil tuue,"
t
J. W. Purvlanc, líuitor McXairtijr County Independent, Selmer, Tenn.. sayn: "Th
ing, "I'm coming" or is it only all the fellows that you meet will
(ivomuanl t'laem) filis n jr
santrnnie expectation. It is jot unly a rare bantv in
outward finish, but tlict'.iin is round, full, rich and (tweet.
you
peach.
you're
tell
Vunr Arm has proven to W
They'll
a
the winds that around our office
piompi and reliable iti Íi dedliuyü with, me."
you
tell
all
days,
in
their
that
J KrtiMt Prixson. Editor Presn, Par1terbnry, Pa., gaya; "I must nay that the Lombard
We pause for further
roar?
nt me
instrument, aud atreuit tuaütaudard iirra. We are more than haunted."
they never, never knew, in all
development."
Ii. R. Knapp, President Federal Charter Co., Washington, I). C, ay: We now realize
m;r arm-fua. id t tmprrUeu-iv- e
this wilderness of jays, as smooth
trial of the Lombard by many tnutfu'il artim of
tii a it stands second to tin l(s, regard lens ot price or make,
l.vory one
ha trii-- tin
Ring's Little Liver Pills easy a bird as you. While you have ..istiuiuiioi. it enthusiastic in iu prat sc."
in
keg,
bullion
the
and
in
rhino
These are samples of hundreds of enthusiastic letters
to take, gentle in acción, pleasant
received In every mall.
effect. Sold by Sunnyside Drug the jar, they.ll come around to
pull your leg, and say how smart
Company.
the Lombard.
you are. They'll glory in your
growing
bow
they'll
fame,
and
V.'o scad the Lombard Piano to any reliable party on 10 days' free trial.
The following extract from a
;ney be yid
r oy may monthly or quarterly payments.
will be
report on the fruit harvest of scrape and fawn; they'll load
íj üuit any hunest customer. A discount allowed for allCredit
cash.
your
their
babies
with
name,
and
Delta, Colorado, for the present
CÍ ALESBURG PIANO CO.,
season, shows how valuable a sleep upon your lawn. But when
fruit orchard in Fort Sumner Misfortune comes along, and ÍANUFACTC-REK3GAIXSAUKO. ILL.
Valley will be a few years jolts you in the neck, and every
"One example of the thing is going wrong, and even
hence:
i: O.c editor of this paper for further information about the
prices that are being obtained Hope's a wreck, and when with
d 'i'U no, and a bpeciul opportunity to get one almost FREE,
for high class Colorado apples Dame Dispair you sup, and have
itr vi!' pet the bargain of his life.
this year is given by Dr. A. E. your fill of woe, your gold brick
Miller, who has sold the crop on friends will pass you up, and
his forty acre orchard at Austin, say: "I told you so!" And then
near Delta, for $25,000 on the some quiet chap will come, and
trees, a Chicago firm being the prove to be your tnend; he ll
purchaser. That the firm does say: "When things are on the
not consider it has paid an unu- bum, they're always
sure to
sually high price for the crop is
will
dry
your
mend!"
And
he
shown by the announcement of
one of its members that he ex- raining eyes, and guide yovr
Q
pects to clear the entire purchase weary feet, and help you once D
price from eighteen acres of again to rise clear back to Easy
O
Jonathans, leaving the crop on street. And you will note that
acres
the remaining twenty-tw- o
he is one who sang no servile
as profit."
I
will
tunes, when you were loaded
Robert Love of Artesia has an
O
insolence,
mon',
down
and
with
iple orchard that will be out
foiir years next January, and, and prunes. El Paso Herald.
Q
judging from the fruit buds now
The worst foe for 12 years of John
séton, these trees will yield $75 Deye,
of Gladwin, Mich., was a run
per acre next season. Some of ning ulcer. He paid doctors over 400. 1
in
2
inches
these trees are
00 without benefit.
Then Bucklen's
C. VanHecke,
circumference, six inches above Arnica Salve killed the ulcer and cured 1
D
Felons
Boils,
Cures
him.
the ground. Tiw should make
Man."
'The Towmite
EpmK, Salt Rheum. Infallible for
practically the saine growth here Piles, Burns,
Scalds, Cuts, Corns. 25c
at SunnysiOe Druü Company.
if properly cared for.

Dry Goods, Boots and Shoes,
Gent's Furnishings
Furniture Hardware
Groceries Hay and Feed
Farming Implements and Wagons

L. C. VanHecke.
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NEW MEXICO.
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Also a BRANCH HOUSE

lease to responsible farmers on good terms. 9

Torrance Loses

Furnishings

have good farms under the ditch to
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By taking a dose or two of Does
Laxitive Cough Syrup, you will

and

"Right Goods at the Right Price."

Irrigated

ADVERTISING RATES:
LOCAL
Per line per issue (body type)
DISPLAY
Per single col. in., per issue 12

DEALER IN

Praised by Press and Pulpit
lia-te:- ie;

r

PIANOS

IN

We have just received a new and complete line of Ladies and Gents Furnishings

ASK FOR OUR PRICES
NEW MEX.

FORT SUMNER,

PECOS VALLEY HOT El
FORT SUMNER,
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FIRST CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS
Meals and Lodgins $2.00 Per Day.
Mrs. R. BEAUBIEN, Proprietress.
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The BARGAIN STORE.
S.

PRITNER

Full Line of Groceries,
Workinging Men's Clothes,
Notions and Novelties.
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General Contractor
and
Builder
Plans and Specifications Furnished Free

Jobs
Paid Up Turn-Ke- y
"A SPECIALTY."
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Good Government Lots
Are Scarce.
have buyers who
accept your QUIT CLAIM
DEED.

LIST WITH ME

13-1--

L

Fever-Sore-
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Kemp Lumber Co.
FOR ALL KINDS OF

Building Material,

Paints and
Builders Hardware
"Prices Right."
Harry W. NAYLCR,

1

Local

Manager.

Give the colts plenty of room to run

rWBBOOK

M

TRM

about

In.

Be regular in cleaning the hen house
and you will not be troubled with
vermin.

Sheep are exceedingly fond of tur
nips.
Harvest the largest and leave
the remainder for the sheep.
of care in
observance
in fewer rots
average
price.
spots,
will
raise
the
and
A general

gathering eggs, resulting

Regular feed, clean, pure water and
good housing will prove encourage
ment to the flock to do their best.
The farm is the place to grow the
finest type of manhood. Happy is the
farmer who Is raising a good crop.

Fertile, moist land will often con
tlnue producing good, profitable crops
of market hay for an ordinary working lifetime.

NOT ETHICAL

Chilly nights makes one think of
the winter's supply of fuel.

Working capital for the successful
farmer: Money, 25 per cent.: brains,
75 per cent.

If the laand is free from burs and
cockles, let the sheep run over the
grain and cornfields.

BIBLE

When getting machinery for the
dairy, get the best appliances you can,
but remember that it requires gumption to work it.
After you have worn out a horse
by hard work do not sell him for a
mere song.
His faithfulness should
not go unrewarded.
Introduction of new blood Into a
flock of noted layers strengthens the
blood. If the newcomers are close de
scendants of a strain of prolific layers.
The old Madonna lily or St. Jos
eph's lily (Ulium candldum), is still
one of the most noble and stately of
our garden lilies, and this is Its planting season.

Before retiring at night visit the
stable and see that everything is all
Daffodils are perhaps the first
right. You may save a good horse by
choice, with crocus, snowdrops
and
this little attention.
grape hyacinths for variety, and in
shady
places
of
valley
lilies
the
and
All fallen and wormy fruit fed to
some others.
the pigs will do them good and reIt will
turn a profit to the farmer.
Hay farming with chemicals as com
also keep down the insect pests.
monly practiced no doubt
removes
more
fertility than it restores, but the
It is a good thing to keep accounts
process
very
is
slow
no
and
doubt
of all farming operations to know Just
where one Is at all the time. We all highly profitable under right condilike to know what the other farmer is tions.
doing, how he does it, and how much
Rhubarb needs plenty of rich fertil
he makes.
izer. Equal parts of hen and horse
manure
with autumn leaves to cover
It is time to pot Bermuda lilies, If
you wish to have them In flower at the crowns during the severe winter
Christmas rather than (like all the months will keep the plants for early
too, spring sprouting.
world), at Easter. Freesias,
should be potted immediately for
If the hen has to battle with the
Christmas flowering.
strain of growing new feathers with a
supply of nourishing feeds, her
short
Many complain that the birds eat
up all of their sunflower seeds. This fleBh will be used up for making
may be true in very rare cases, but it feathers and she will grow poor and
is not generally true. Some birds will weak under the strain.
eat some of them, but some waste in
With most of the tuberous and bul
all crops must be expected.
bous plants it is imperative to reset in
the
fall In order to secure a new root
Among bulbs suited to the window
garden, the cyclamen is one of the growth before the dormant season of
most interesting varieties.
The foli- midwinter, so that early growth and
age Is neat and elegant, and the blossoming will take place.
whole growth makes a compact little
The Dutch bulbs,
tulips,
bouquet. The flowers are unusually
hyacinths and crocuses have a dispicturesque in their form.
tinctive charm in their whole form.
Those who intend setting out trees color and manner of growth, which
and other plants in the fall should gives them a very secure place of
make their selections and have their their own In the floral census of the
orders in ahead of shipping time. Deal year.
with agents and nurserymen who are
Rhubarb roots should be
known to be honest and who have
stock that is up to grade and will occasionally. If the stools remain undisturbed
for several years they ofen
grow.
commence to decay In the center and
Many farmers have a notion that after awhile the whole root becomes
because sheep will eat weeds and the diseased. Do not allow the seed stock
leaves of brush they do not need any to ripen.
other kind of food. Often when there
Straw manure makes an excellent
are no weeds or grass in the pasture
the sheep are allowed to graze almost tiller for the washy places in the
It will fill the holes and
fields.
the bare ground, and they are expectcatch all the soil that washes into
ed to live and thrive on this.
The manure contained in the
them.
When the colt begins to eat, give It straw will help to make the ground
a variety of feeds for the building of more productive when it is again culthe various tissues of Its body. Clover tivated.
hay and wheat bran contain necessary
The results from more than 100 comineral matter for the building of
bone. Flax seed meal in small quan- operative experiments in growing alof the
tities is good for keeping the colt's falfa, located in over one-hal- f
bowels in good condition and for mak- counties of New York State. Indicate
that where neither lime nor Inoculaing Its coat sleek.
tion is applied the chance of a successAn occasional
bran mash, with ful crop is not more than 20 per
about a pint of molasses should be cent., or one chance In five.
given when a day's rest, or light work
With the high price of both wool
can be had. Keep your work team as
near in Bize and shape as possible. and lambs, it Is important that we
By far the must Important matter Is should give the sheep and lambs exthat they should possess like charac- tra attention during the most trying
teristics of temper, and disposition, seasons of the year. One of these
trying seasons is during the latter part
so that they will work in harmony.
of the hot months when the weather
Instruct your shipper to wrap the is excessively warm and pastures
roots of the plants well and have him short.
Inform you by mail as to the time the
shipment is made, so that you can
Much Improvement can be made by
be on the lookout for them and re- the weaning of the lambs in the sumceive them without unnecessary
demertime; by doing this the ewes are
lay. The plants should be Insured given a chance to recuperate before
against funguous diseases and injuri- the next breeding season. These lambs
ous Insects. Most states enforce this if put on fresh green pasture will also
legally.
fatten and be in better market condition than if let run with the ewes unThe durum wheat seems to have til late fall.
plenty of good qualities, and is coming to the front every year In western
places
In
several
owners of
Nebraska and Kansas. Such being the large herds of dairy cows report that
case, the millers might as well make their output this summer has fallen
up their minds to deal with it. Farmfrom 10 to 15 per cent, below that
ers In the western part of this state of last summer. In most dairy secare just finding out how to raise it; tions, too, there are more cows this
In years past tbey have not sowed It year than last, and the fact that less
early enough and hare not used milk is produced this summer than
enough seed.
last summer clearly indicates tbat the
average flow per cow has decreased
Nitrogen must be maintained by le- very much.
gume crops and the best legume for
the corn belt is clover. The clover crop
When the horse refuses to pull, do
should be left on the ground. If re- not get excited and abuse him. Be
moved, not much, if any, nitrogen is kind, caress him and allay his exciteadded to the soil. If the crop is re- ment by speaking kindly to him.
moved and fed to average Uve stock Leave the team alone for ten or fifand the manure given average care teen minutes, then urge them again,
and hauled back to the field, the loss turning them a little to the right or
of the plant food left, so as to get them In motion beIs nearly one-baof the organic mat- fore tbey feel the weight of the load
and three-fourth- s
ter. If a good crop of clover Is left on behind them. Drive them about 20 or
the ground once every three or four 30 steps and stop them, if on a hard
years, only the seeds being removed, pull before the excited animal stops
It will supply sufficient nitrogen for of his own accord. Then pat him and
quit large grain oro)
start again.

Thirteen Chicago University Professors 0. K. the Statement
Holy Book Is Neither the Compendium of Truth Nor Theology, Declares an Official Editorial
in the Biblical World.
Chicago. The divinity school of the
University of Chicago gave the world
another startling bit. of advanced the
ology when the 13 editors of the Bibli
cal World put their O. K. on the state
ment that the Bible Is not a compen
dlum of ethics and never was intended to be.
The argument appeared In the form
of an editorial in the magazine, of
which Prof. Ernest DeWitt Burton, D.
D., head of the department of New
Testament literature and interpreta
The asso
tion, is the editor-in-chieciate editors are members of the fac
approval
is
ulty, and tbelr unanimous
necessary before an editorial goes to
color
two
three
Often
printer.
the
laborate on an article.
The editorial makes the argument
that the ethical methods of Jesus were
Ideal in that they were elastic and
to fit conditions as they were
found.
In an Interview Dr. Burton elaborat
ed on the presentments made in the
editorial in a manner to emphasize
what many persons had read between
the lines, viz., that Sunday baseball
and other personal enjoyment of the
Sabbath were not necessarily sinful,
In the minds of the 13 professors. Dr.
Burton did not mention baseball in his
discourse nor did he mention saloons,
but he left room for some very plain
Inferences.
As did the editorial, he
held that the Bible was not an ironclad depository of truth and arbi- -

0
Prof. Ernest

trary rules

OF HABIT.

SW,

Sickly Smile

'

Pierce's Favorite Prescription

D.

Burton.

of conduct, but a historical

And no less an authority than
Jesus himself was cited in support ol
record.

bis position.
"The Bible is not a compendium ol
truth, nor even of theology," said Dr.
Burton.
"It is a record of religious
and ethical experiences rather than
authority
and a composition
the last
of all theological truth, such as it is
held to be by most churches.
'Taking the Bible at the beginning
and following It through, we find it
according to the conception of the times. We cannot take
compendium
as
a
and opening
it
it
say: 'There is the law; there is the
truth.' "
PartB of the editorial read as follows:
"What shall we say concerning the
commands of Jehovah in the Old Testament to exterminate the women and
children of a vanquished foe? How
shall we account lor the fact that the
Old Testament heroes indulged
in
polygamy, forbidden by our modern
laws? How cin we teach total abstinence from a Bible which represents Jesus as partaking of wine at
feasts, and which even tells how he
miraculously produced wine from water on one occasion when the supply
fell short?"
"How, for example, can a Christian
gain in intelligent understanding of
the Issues at stake In the modern conflict between capital and labor if he
simply confine himself to a reading
of the Bible? How shall he gain defensible moral convictions concerning
the ethics of child labor If he confine
his attention to a literature
which
never dreamed of the possibility of
modern factories and machinery?
"When one turns to the
Gospeln
one cannot fall to be Impressed with
the way in which Jesus taught morality directly from life rather than by
the methods of the scribes.
He determined what was right in any instance by examining the situation itself. When sickness needed to be
healed the interests of suffering humanity were of more importance to
him than the Jewish legislation concerning the Sabbath.
"Is It not time that we should cease
to apologize for this method of Biblical study which has been universally
adopted In our seminaries?"
Cure Effected by Radium.
The latest use of radium was upon n
case of filariasls, or blood worm disease In Paris. In this mosquito-cause- d
disease the blood at night swarms
with millions upon millions of microscopic maggots plugging up and inflaming and swelling the kernelB In
the armpits. A short course of radium
in the armpits cured the swelling and
made the worms scarcer In the blood.
A

Where Inspiration Sits.
Peruna Secrets
Mrs. Quilluser came tiptoeing softly
I
Into her husband's study, rested a You Should Know
band lightly on his shoulder and
peered over at the sheaf of
sheers on his desk.
"What are you working on now,
dearest?" she asked gently.
"On Mary s mittens," he answered
pleasantly, but without looking up.
Mrs. Quilluser studied a moment, as
if planning.
"Dearest, Willie needs a
pair of shoes more than Mary does
the mittens. I have already promised
I Colder!
them to the poor boy. Hadn't you better work on Willie's shoes first, dear?"
"All right, Nellie, all right," he replied kindly, turning his eyes up into
Golden Seal, the root of the shore
Nellie's great patient ones.
Is very nsef nl medicine. Many
Then he pushed back "An Ode to plant, a
people gather It in onr rich woodlands
the Dancing Leaves" and cheerfully
Few people know
began to write a Sunday special on during the summer.
bow valuable it is in dyspepsia, catarrh,
Hodge Hefty had a strenuous time "A New Substitute for Coal." Puck.
a
and as general tonic.
on his vacation. When be started he
Many thousand pounds of this root an
Never Opened His Mouth.
tipped the scales at 200 pounds and
each year in the famous catarrh
used
"Not infrequent rays of unconscious
when he returned he only weighed
remedy, Peruna. This fact explains why
humor illumine the otherwise impos149.
come to my desk everybody nses Pernna for catarrh.
Dodge That was a drop. I suppose sible stories thatsays
a reader for one
from amateurs,"
his best girl gave him up on the spot. of
the magazines. Recently I chanced
Hodge Not at all. She accepted
upon this choice bit:
him right off.
" 'John, the husband, and Grace, the
Dodge That's queer.
together in silence. There
Wipe it off your otherwise
Hodge No; you see she is a great wife, ate on
an 111 feeling between
bargain hunter and couldn't pass any- was indubitably
looking face put on that
good
a
plate
devoured
husband
them. The
thing that was reduced.
of soup, half a fish, an entree or two, good health smile that CAS-CARET- S
a piece of roast beef, together with
will give you as
CURED
ITCHING
HUMOR.
a sweet, without ever once opening
a result from the cure of
his mouth.' "
Big, Painful Swellings Broke and Did
Constipation or a torpid liver.
They Were Shady.
Not Heal Suffered 3 Years.
do it you'll see.
In It's so easy
Bung So you have succeeded
91
tracing back my ancestors? What Is
C ASCARETS 10c a box tor a week's
Tortures Yield to Cuticura.
your fee?
treatment, all druggists. Bigger--t seller
In the world. Million boxes a month.
guineas
Genealogist Twenty
for
"Little black swellings were scattered over my face and neck and they keeping quiet about them. Cassell's
The Modern Razor
would leave little black scars tbat Saturday Journal.
NO HONING
would Itch so I couldn't keep from
NO STROPPING
I.OHE NO KI.EEP
a nnfflrinij einitth or Irritated throat. Allen's
scratching them.
Larger swellings throughBalsam
uflcctlon quickly and
will
LunK
the
would appear and my clothes would hunnlebi-lyAll druicgibta.
and tl.UI bottles.
stick to the sores. I went to a doctor,
Boarding
one of the
house
coffee
is
but the trouble only got worse. By
WORLD OVER
KNOWN THE
this time It was all over my arms and things tbat are well roasted.
the upper part of my body in swellings
Wlnelow'B Roothlne; Hrrnp.
Mr.
as large as a dollar. It was so pain- For children teething, softens the Rums, reduces u DEFIANCE Cold Water Starch
ful that I could not bear to lie on my flamniatlon, allays pain, cures wind colUi. 25c a bottle.
mokes laundry work a pleasure. 16 oz. pkg. lOo.
back. The second doctor Btopped the
When duty calls on a man he is apt
swellings, but when they broke the to be out.
W. N. U., DENVER. NO.
places would not heal. I bought a set
less
in
the
and
Cuticura Remedies
of
than a week some of the places were
Dr.
nearly well. I continued until I had
used three sets, and now I am sound
Is the best of alt medicines for the cure of diseases,
and well. The disease lasted three
disorders and weaknesses peouliar to women. It is the
years. O. L. Wilson, Puryear, Tenn.,
only preparation of its kind devised by a regularly gradu8,
190S."
Feb.
ated physician an experienced and skilled specialist in
the diseases of women.
Potter Drcs A Cbem. Corp., Solo Prop, Bortón.
It is a safe medicine in any condition of the system.
Silk Stockings Indispensable.
THE ONE REMEDY which contains no alcohol
Susan B. Anthony was a woman of
drugs and which
and no injurious habit-formisimple taste in dress, but her close
creates no craving for auch stimulants
friends knew of one pretty feminine
THE ONE REMEDY ao good that ta makers
vanity she always held. to. She had
Being
a weakness for silk stockings.
are not afraid to print its every ingredient on
pressed on one occasion for an exeach outside bottle -- wrapper and attest to the
planation of what most women at one
truthfulness of the same under oath
time regarded as an unnecessary exIt is sold by medicine dealers everywhere, and any dealer who hasn't it ess
travagance, she laughingly exclaimed:
get it. Don't take a substitute of unknown composition for this medicine op
"Oh, I just love 'em. They are an
known composition. No counterfeit is as good as the genuine and the druggist
inspiration.
If I have my silk stockwho says something else is "just as good as Dr. Pierce's" is either mistaken
or is trying to deceive you for his own selfish benefit. Such a man is not to be
ings on when I rise to make an ad
trusted. He is trifling with your most priceless possession your health-m- ay
dress, I feel just like I am walking
be your life itself. See that you get what you ask for.
among the clouds. They help me to
soar away on flights of eloquence. I
wouldn't be without them."
FORCE

secret that is worth keeping

of course, doubly worth telling.

Is,

Try This

In

November.

Thousands upon thousands of families who have not been regular eaters
of Quaker Scotch Oats will begin on
the first of November and eat Quaker
Scotch Oats once or twice every day
for thirty days of this month; the result in good health and more strength
and vigor will mean that every other
month in the year will find them doing
the same thing.
Try it! Serve Quaker Scotch Oats
plentifully and frequently for the thirty
days of November, and leave off a corresponding amount of meat and greasy
foods. You'll get more health, more
vigor and strength than you ever got
in thirty days of any other kind of

eating.
While you are trying this see that
the children get a full share.
Quaker

Scotch

Oats is packed

In

regular size packages and large size
family packages.
The
This story

sas hills. A
friends what
hers.
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Smokeless Oil Heater
Smokeless Device is an
The automatically-lockin- g
clusive feature of the Perfection Oil Heater. This

ex-

Automatic Smokeless Device
doesn't allow the wick to rise to a point where it CAN smoke, yet
permits a strong flame that sheds a steady, glowing heat without a
whiff of smoke.
No other heater in the world compares with the

Main Question.
is current in the Arkanwoman was telling some
a delicate childhood was

"When I was born I weighed only
four pounds. They put me in a cigar
box for a cradle."
"Goodness gracious!" exclaimed one
of the listening women, leaning forward with great interest, "and did
you live?" Kansas City Times.
There U more Catarrh In thli iertlon of the country
last
than all other diseases put toitethcr. and until the
tew years waa supposed to be Incurable. For a great
many years doctors pronounced It a local disease and
constantly
falling
by
prescribed local remedies, and
pronounced It Incurable.
to cure with local
Science lias proven Catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and therefore requires constitutional treatment.
Hall'a Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
A Co., Toledo, Ohio, ta the only Constitutional cure on
the market It la taken Internally In doses from V
drops to a teaapoontul. It acta directly on the blood
offer cue
and mucous surfaces of the system. Theycure.
Send
hundred dollars for any case It falls to
lor circulars and testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHKNKY at CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by DruKKlsta, 7fc.
Take Hall's Family Pills for oonaupaUou.

mj

Turn the wick high or low no
smoke, no smell. Burns for 9 hours
with one filling.
The locking device on the inside of
the draught tube holds the wick below
the smoke zone always responds, and
automatically, insuring perfect combustion and utmost heat without the slightof smoke.
Oil Indicator.
Damper top. Cool handle. Finished
in Nickel or Japan in a variety of styles.

est trace

Bverr

Dealer

Life should surely consist in seizing the fortunate and fighting through
the ill moments else, why should
men have heart and nerve.

Lindquist's
Crackers
MADE IN DENVER

Oil Heater
(Equipped with Smokelasa Device)

Everywhere.
If Not Yours, Write for Descriptive Circular
to the Nearest Ageuc? of the

CONTINENTAL

OIL COMPANY

(Incorporated)

NONE BETTER
I

N A Mh.KTiIA

ASK
FOR THEM

TAKE
NO OTHER

All Best Grocers Sell Them
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NEWS TO DATE

PLANNING

IS

Robert S. Lovett has been elected
president of the Union Pacific Railroad to succeed the late E. H. ifarri-ma-

CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
ROUND
WIRES
ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
A

RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR QUSY
PEOPLE.
WESTERN

NEWS.

The fourth Dry Farming Congress
will meet at Billings, Montana, October 25th to 29th.
United States Senator
N.
Martin
Johnson of North Dakota died at
Fargo, October 21st of Bright's disease. He was 69 years of age.
A man who claimed to be Francis
Schlatter, the original "healer," who
operated In Denver several years ago,
died at Hastings, Neb., October 21st.
His claims were discredited by persons who saw Schlatter while in Denver.
Four men and 30 horses were
burned to death in a feed yard at
Wichita, Kas., on the 18th inst. The
dead are: W. R. Kepplinger, Olustee,
,
Okla.; Alonzo Verling and James
Wichita, and one unidentified.
Fred George, 20 years old, waB fatally
burned.
Several earthquake shocks were felt
by residents of Santa Monica at 6:30
on the morning of the 17th inst.
DlBhes rattled and pictures swayed on
the walls, but no damage of any sort
was recorded.
Santa Monica is on
the coast, seventeen miles from Los
Angeles.
At Seattle, Wash., the Imposition of
fines amounting to more than $10,000
upon seventeen butchers
who sold
putrid meat made odorless by sodium
sulphate, was followed by the arrest of
seven other butchers who sold "doctored" meat to Deputy State Food
Commissioner Adams.
A San Bernardino dispatch says
that Willie Boy, the Piute Indian desperado for whom three posses of fifty
men have been searching the San
Bernardino desert, was found dead on
the summit of the Bullion Mountain,
where he made his final stand. He
had killed himself with the last shot
from his rifle.
Details of the recent massacre In
New Britain received at Victoria, B.
C show that Captain Lindsey of the
ketch Rabaul and ten of his crew
were murdered and burned and the
trading vessel looted and set on fire,
the bodies of the victims being thrown
into the flames. They had landed to
secure laborers.
The recount of votes cast In the recent direct primary election for district attorney on the Democratic ticket at San Francisco showed Francis
J. Heney to be the party's legal candivotes
date by a majority of sixty-fiv- e
over Charles Fickert, Republican and
Union Labor nominee for the same office.
GENERAL

.

r'

NEWS.

Arrangements are being perfected
in New York for the incorporation of
the American Radium Institute, to be
devoted to the treatment of cancer
and similar diseases.
A new volcano is active in the Volmiles
cano lake district, twenty-fou- r
south of Calexico, Lower California.
The volcano became active October
20th, emitting flames and sulphurous
fumes from a crater twenty feet in
diameter on the shores of Volcano
lake.
O.,
will
Capitalists at Cleveland,
organize an Aero club, promoted by
Glenn H. Curtiss, the aeroplanist. It
is planned to purchase land and erect
sheds. It is not proposed to manufacture flying machines, but only to
and
experiment with the machines
promote the art of flying.
Lady Frances Cook, on her arrival
in New York to inaugurate a big suffrage campaign, said she was willing
to spend the remainder of her fortune as well as the remainder of her
life, in the cause, and would shortly
bring over $1,000,000 or more to spend
In the movement.
Five hundred fashionable women in
New York City applauded a set of
resolutions advocating that henceforward every man In the state of New
York who wants to marry a woman,
must first produce a certificate from
a physician giving him a clean bill of
health.
Mrs. Henrietta Morgan Duke, wife
of Gen. Basil W. Duke, known in history as "Morgan's right hand man,"
was found dead in bed at her residence in Louisville on the 20th inBt.
She was the sister of Gen. John H.
Morgan, was socially prominent, and
an active member of the Daughters
of the Confederacy.
Henry Farman was awarded the
eranrt nrize of $10.000 for the longest
meeting at
flight at the aviation
He covered 47
Blackpool, England.
miles in his best attempt. Rougier
woa the second prize of $3,f00 and
Paulhan was third, receiving $1,400.
the
Dr. N. Otto G. Nordenskjold,
Antartic explorer, expressed himself
ar. Stockholm as much impressed with
,
the word brought from Knud Rasmus-senthe explorer now in - Greenland.
Rasmussen is reported .as- o.uite convinced through talks with the Eskimos
that Dr. Cook reached the North pole.

At Pensacola, Fla., October 21st, the
enormous amount of 4.2U inches of
rain fell in one hour. The water ran
four inches deep in many streets.
The manager of the New York
clearing house states the bank clear
ings of the country at $168,559,487,000
during the fiscal year ending September 30th. ThlB is an increase over the
previous year of $32,410,153,200.
A Calcutta dispatch says that the
recent earthquake in BelucbiBtan was
the worst that has occurred over such
a wide area in many years. It is reported that the fatalities were 126
and that 154 persons were injured.
That the cultivation of vacant lots
In cities has gone a long way toward
a solution of the problem of caring for
Jhe city's poor, was the opinion of
many of the delegates to the first national conference at Buffalo on vacant
lot and school gardening.
Capt. Schoubye of the Danish Government's Arctic yacht, the Godtab,
who was the first white man to meet
Dr. Cook returning from his polar expedition, and who talked with Cook's
two Esquimaux, says he has no doubt
that Dr. Cook reached the pole.
A disorderly mob of several thousand, including a majority of the university students and many Spaniards,
made a demonstration at Havana Sunday in memory of Francisco Ferrer.
They marched In procession through
the principal
streets, carrying red
flags and cheering for anarchy.
The New York Tribune founded by
Horace Greeley in 1841, announces
that two radical changes have been
made the price has been cut from 3
cents to 1 cent, while the familiar
make-u- p
has been changed to
seven columns. The changes created
wide comment throughout
the city.
The Herald now remains the only
morning paper in New York.
Colonel Roosevelt, accompanied by
R. J. Cunningham,
the hunter and
guide, arrived at Naivasbi on the 20th
Inst. With the exception of Colonel
Roosevelt, the members of the expedition have at one time or another experienced slight attacks of fever as
the result of frequent changes of temperature.
All
are now in good
health.
Another effort to collect the millions of Sir Francis 'Drake, admiral
whose estate is estiand explorer,
mated now to amount to $125,000,000,
has been begun by the Drake Association of America, the members of which
claim descent from the' conqueror of
the Spanish Armada. To prosecute
the claims, Mrs. Eleanor
Dunn of
Plainfleld, N. J., president of the association, has gone to England.
Wilbur and Orville Wright, the
through
aeronauts,
counsel,
have
applied
United
the
in
States
court in New York for an Injunction to restrain Ralph Saulnier
from making flights in the French flying machine which he brought to this
country a few weeks ago. Saulnler'B
machine is a duplicate of the one on
which Bleriot crossed
the English
channel and the Wrights contend it is
an Infringement of their patents.
NEW8 FROM WASHINGTON.
A commission as census supervisor
has been signed by President Taft and
by Director
forwarded
Durand to
Henry J. Baird, Delta, Colo., for the
second district of Colorado.
The secretary of the inlerior has
withdrawn from all forms of entry COO
acres in township 45 north, range 4
west, section 11, Uncompahgre valley,
Colorado. This land contains timber
in construction
which is required
work in connection with the Uncompahgre valley project.
The next prosecution of the Pan
ama libel cases instituted by the federal government will be at New York
City, where the Indictments were returned against the New York World.
When the cases will be brought up Is
uncertain on account of the congestion
of business In the courts.
Taking peas, tomatoes and corn as
the three leading vegetables, statistics gathered by the government show
that during 1909 America will eat
close to 800,000,000 cans of those varieties, while during 1906, 1907 and
1908 the average annual consumption
was only about 600,000,000 cans.
Warner,
The report of Vespasian
commissioner of pensions, shows that
the number of pensioners at the beginning of the current year was 951,-68number of new pensioners added
to the roll, 46,088; pensioners on roll
at close of the year, 946,194, a net decrease of 5,493. Survivors of the Civil
war on the roll now number 593,961.
of governors of all
states and territories in a nation-wid- e
campaign for safe and sane celebration of Independence Day in every
hamlet, town and city throughout the
country is the object of a movement
The plan contemnow inaugurated.
plates the formation of a national
committee, with President Taft as
honorary chairman.
The use of the words "so help ine
God" at the end of oaths may be prohibited in the courts of the District of
Columbia if Congress passes a law
which is now being drafted by the
commissioners of the District of Columbia.
Benjamin W. Barnes, postmaster of
Washington, and who served first as
executive clerk under President
and later as assistant secretary to President Roosevelt, dropped
dead at his bom In Washington on
the 20th Inst of heart failure.

FARM

THE CAT OUT OF THE BAG.

Mrs. George Cornwall!

British

IN PARAGRAPHS

QUEER

T 18 easy enough

ant

to be pleas

Wh.-life flows by like a song.
Bu: the woman worth while is the one
who will smile
tVlien everything goes dead wrong.
b"vv the teat of the heart is trouble.
And It ulwuys cornea with the years.
And the smile that Is worth the praises
of eurth
Is the smile that shines through tears."

Fall House Cleaning Notes.
The terrors of house cleaning will
Boon be only an unpleasant memory.
With the vacuum cleaner to be used
In homes that are wired for electricity the cleaning problem is an easy one.
In the sensible homes that are not
c
a room may be
filled with
cleaned without the upheaval of the
family comfort.
Many like to clean the kitchen cabinet or pantries a shelf at a time, after tbe morning work is done, and before one knows it the dreaded pantry
Is fresh and In perfect order.
Have plenty of brown bags to wipe
and
down tbe walls of the rooms
some kept for the floors.
Bare floors with rugs are so sanitary that soon carpets will be the exception.
On a nice, bright day, air the bed
ding from c ie room and the clothing
from the closet. This might be managed on the regular upstairs sweep
ing day, just slighting the other rooms
enough to save the time. A room at
a time this way, when done, one hard
ly realizes that the house cleaning 1b
done.
Ways of Using Up Cold Coffee.
In spice cakes, gingerbreads and
such cakes use the coffee In place of
milk or water. A custard Is delicious
flavored with coffee. A delicious des
sert may be made of one cupful of
strong coffee three-fourth- s
of a cup
ful of sugar, three tablespoonfuls of
gelatine, two pints of water and the
whites of two eggs. Serve with
whipped cream.
As a Ailing for cake, coffee may be
used with the sugar for boiled frosting.
A sauce to be served with vanilla
Ice cream Is made as follows: Scald
one cupful of milk, add one cupful
of cold coffee, one-thir- d
of a cupful
of sugar, three-fourth- s
of a table- spoonful of arrow root or a table
spoonful of constarch with a speck of
salt. Cook for six or eight minutes
and serve hot.
Good

PEKCH Is for the eonvenlenct
of those who are hard ot
hearing: there are many line things we
cannot say, if we have to shout."

London.
Mrs. George Cornwalllf?-vV'est- ,
Randolph
formerly
Lady
Churchill and mother of Winston
Spencer Chuichill, is reported to bo
planning a new shock for British aristocracy.
beautiful,
This
talented
American woman, whose ambition and
ibility made her first husband one of
if England's foremost statesmen, and
ivho, as a widow, married a man about
the age of her son, according to the
latest report is preparing to raise bull- -

Government Sanatoria.
The United States government op
elates three tuberculosis sanatoria,
one for soldiers and officers of the
regular army at Fort Bayard, N. M.;
one for seamen in the merchant marine, and others employed in roast
service of the government, not in the
navy, located at Fort Stanton, N. M..
and one for officers and enlisted men
in the navy at Las Animas, Col. The
HrBt hospital is conducted by the department, of war, the second by the
United States public health and marine hospital service and the latter by
the navy department.

Louis Stevenson.

Hints on Home Nursing.
When pouring medicine from a bottle read the label first, then pour from
the side of the bottle opposite the label. This will keep It from being blotted by drops running down the side
of the bottle.
Always shake a bottle before using
so that if there be a combination the
solution will be well mixed.
Replace the cork Immediately aftei
using.
A slight sore throat Is often caused
from indigestion and will soon dlsap
pear after a good dose of medicine.
Indigestion Is often a cause for insomnia, especially in children,
A cold wet cloth applied at the base
of the brain, and covered so that II
will retain its moisture, Is a great re
lief when the brain Is over tired and
unable to stop working.
One of the best precautions against
taking cold Is the plentiful use of cold
water both inside and out. A plunge
every morning or at least a sponging
of the throat and chest with a good
rubbing will brace up the system.
Damp skirts and wet shoes should
be changed immediately, and a vigor
ous rubbing of the feet before putting
on dry stockings.
An ounce of pre
caution in the care of the first symp
torn of a cold has been the saving
grace.
A body well cared for, properly fed
bounding with spirits and health Is an
asset no one would exchange for tht
wealth of the Indies, and it should b
a heritage of us all. There Is nothing
which we will not sacrifice for health
to regain it when lost, and nothing foi
which many of us have less regard.
Care of the Shoes.
Rub shoes well with vaseline

oi

castor oil. They will last longer, lool
better and will be waterproof.

Ladies Can Wear Shoes

e,

I

strong who
him
E LIKE the bird, that haltlni
stands unmoved
in her night
Calm as some tempest-beate- n
rock.
Awhile on boughs too alight
When some great trouble hurls Its shock. KeelS them give way beneath her as Shi
We say of him: 'tils strength Is proved,
sings.
But when the spent storm folds its wings Knowing that she hath wings."
How bears he then, life's little things?"
Victor Hugo.

Third Bread.
Dissolve one yeast cake in a little
water, add two cupfuls of lukewarm
cupful of molasses,
wn'.er, one-hal- f
one-haltablespoonful of salt, on cupful each of rye flour and cornmeal.
and three cupfuls of flour. Stir In
ittad of kneading and bake as usual.

(www

Reducing.
Miss Elder Dick says that this
rose in my hair makes me look ten
years younger.
Miss Younger Gee! Why don't you
get a couple more?

15

The U. S. Government has bought 25
Gross (3,600 boxes) of Rough on Kate to
send to the Panama Canal Zone, because it
does the work. The old reliable that never
fails. The unbeatable exterminator. 15c,
25c, 75c.

When a man says he is willing to
change his opinion if you can convince him that he is wrong it's a sign
you'll never be able to convince him.
Stop guessing!
Try the best and most
certain remedy for all painful ailments
llamlins Wizard Oil.
The way it relieves all soreness from sprains, cuts,
wounds, burns, scalds, etc., is wonderful.

Don't think that because a man is
willing to lend you a helping hand
he'll stand for a touch.

Pettit's Eye Salve Restores.
Xo matter how badly the eyes may be
diseased or injured. All druggists or Howard Bros., Buffalo, N. Y.

The man who has been down can
appreciate being up in the world.
NI'KAINS AM) BKHISKS
disappear like runim- under the healing tonrn of
Imvl.s' ftiinkiller. During this
weulherno
l
should bu without It. In 3fc!, &c, 5uc sixes.

OF TYPEWRITERS

Great men do not drop out of the
sky in evening dress.

Fritz Writes 1,425 Words
Minutes and Makes
New Record.

It
Constlpnllon muses many serious diseases.
Ihonjugtily cured by IKietor Pierce's Pleasant
Pullets, one a luzativn. three tor cathartic.
Is

A homely
truth is
handsome lie.

New York. Congratulations
were
showered upon Miss Rose L. Fritst
after she had made a new typewriting
record, writing 1,425 words in 15 minutes from dictation, with no errors, at
the business show in Madison Square
garden. She wrote at the rate of 95

better than

a

AFTER

"Wisdom Is oft times nearer when wi
stoop than when wo soar." Wordsworth

Let Us Unlearn Some Things.
That sirloin or porterhouse an
more nourishing than round steak
That the more expensive cuts art
more wholesome.
That gravies and sauces are cooket
when they begin to thicken.
That water that boiled a few mo
trying.
ments ago Is all right for tea.
That chicken should be washed aft
Generalities.
er it Is cut In pieces for cooking.
As the cool weather comes on, try
That rapid boiling cooks meat o:
making a salad of roast pork, instead vegetables more quickly.
of chicken, It Is truly very good.
That frying Is a good way to cool
In putting together a salad containmeat.
ing a juicy fruit, like orange or grapefruit, add that fruit last, even If not
Peaches.
well mixed, as the fruit crushes so
Now that peaches are In the mar
easily, spoiling the dressing and dain- ket we must not fall to use them li
ty appearance of the salad.
some of the delicious ways. Of
Keep a bottle of kitchen bouquet in peaches like most fruits are coursi
bes
your cabinet, and add a little to when rich and ripe. In
their natura
sauces to give that rich, brown color state.
Who would exchange
th
so much desired; It also adds a pleas- luscious "peaches and cream" for an;
ing flavor. In place of the kitchen of the combinations
with other fruits
bouquet one may make a caramel by yet variety is the spice
of life," ant
browning sugar, then adding a little we are constantly looking
for soma
water and put into a bottle. Use this thing new or unusual.
for sauces.
In preparing meats for a salad do
Household Hints.
not put through the meat chopper, but
A carrot a day eaten uncooked I
cut up with a pair of stout shears.
said to give one a brilliantly colorei
When serving a vegetable that you and clear skin. The carrot
should
fear will not go around, serve it in a well masticated as otherwise It Is itb
white sauce and double its quantity.
digestible.
When company comes and you are
Clean the keys of your piano witl
out of cake to serve with a fruit sal- a cloth moistened with
alcohol.
ad for dessert, prepare a boiled frostWhen washing washable Bilk waist
ing, add chopped nuts and a few Iron before they are quite
dry am
chopped, steamed raisins, drop on the tbe stiffness gives
them quite a net
round salted waters, dry in the oven look.
If nueessary. These are both good and
To Clean Soiled Books.
Hooks with delicate bindings which
have become soiled through handling
may he satisfactorily cleaned by rubbing with chamois skin dipped in
powdered pumice stone.
To remove white spots caused from
heat on furniture, rub quickly with a
cloth dampened In alcohol, then with
a dry cloth.

One size smalhr after using Aliens
It mukt-the antiseptic powder.
tight or new shoes easy. Cures swollen,
hot. sweating, aching feet, ingrowing
Always use it to Break In new
nails.
Shoes. At all Druggists. 25e. Don't accept
anv substitute. Trial package FREE by
mall. Address Allen S.Olmsted, LeRoy.N.Y.

fregs on a large scale for the London market,
Mrs. CornwalliB West, It is said, has
leased 40 acres of marshy land near
one of the London suburbs and will
inclose It with a
wire
A large number of bullfrogs
fence.
have been ordered from France with
which this place will be stocked.
There is no more interesting character in England than Mrs. Cornwallls-West- ,
formerly MisB Jennie Jerome of
New York and afterward Lady Randolph Churchill.
While Lord Randolph was alive she was his most dehelpful
voted and
aid, and contributed
largely to what of success there was
in that brilliant,
though impulsive
Then she was a
statesman's earrer.
pub ic personage and a great social
figure.
Now Mrs. West is leading the life
of a recluse at Salisbury hall, St. Albans, where she is writing her reminiscences, which will doubtless form one
of the most delightful books of the
time. The house is both historic and
beautiful, and it is splendidly furnished.
Airs. West's four sons frequently
visit her, and they and her young husband and herself make the jolliest
company imaginable.

Stuff the shoes with paper if yot
do not own treeB, and put them on t
shelf.
See that the heels are kept straighi
by having a lift added now and then
A body out of plumb In walking li
apt to become easily tired.
SPEEDIEST

CALL

pretty.

unable to accept it.
Servant Good. He promised me
half a dollar if you weren't able to
come.

"To know what you like Is the beginning of wisdom atid old age." Robert

in

Potato Muffins.
Add two tablespoonfuls of butter
and one of sugar to one cupful each
of boiling water and scalded milk.
Dissolve one-thirof a yeast cake In
a little water, add a teaspoonful of
salt, two eggs,
and three
mashed potatoes.
Beat thoroughly
and cover. If set at 11 in the morning they will be ready to make into
muffins at five. This is a recipe worth

Mrs. Bauer Tell my
that
I thank him for his invitation, but am

Thoreau.

Miss Rose

E

West, Former
Society Leader, Will
Raise Frogs.

SUFFERING

ONEYEAR
Cured by Lydia E. Pink

bam'sVegetableCompound
Milwaukee. Wis.
"Lvdia E. Pink-ham's Vegetable Compound has made
Mjuuiipi

words a minute
for 15 consecutive
H. O. 31alsell wrote 92
minutes.
minute,
a
words
and F. H. Coombs folwords.
lowed with 87

Work of Practical Joker.
The Corriere of Rome, which published some time ago a copy of a
document said to have been found in
the library at lierganio containing an
account of "an airship voyage across
the English channel in 1751," Is receiving much attention at the hands
In the Tribune's noof investigators.
tice of this alleged achievement, In
which a monk named Grimaldl, of
Vécenla, was the chief actor, It
was stated that there was nothing in
Quince Honey.
paper's article to Indicate
Take three small or two very larg the Italian
was not written in good faith.
ripe quinces. Pare the quinces afte that it
an Englishman
from
washing well and cook the parings li "Now," writes
"the records of Clvita Vecchla
one pint each of water and sugai Rome,
are being searched In vain for a GriGrate the quinces, remove the paring
and the papers of England for a
and add the grated fruit to tbe syrui maldl
story of the flight. The document may
Hull 15 or 20 minutes, then put int
the library, but who was the
in
be
jelly glasses.
practical joker who placed 't there?"
New York Tribune.
A Good
Way of Canning Tomatoei
Wireless-Telephon- e
on Warships.
To a gallon of water add one cui
ful of salt. When boiling drop In th
According to dally press
reports
tplenhnnv
wlrolpaa
tomatoes and cook until tender. Tak
has nnt nrnvorl an
out one at a time and drop Into a ca unqualified success on the battleship
until the can is full. The tomatoe fleet. It was imposible to send mesmake their own juice.
sages over any great distance except
under the most favorable conditions,
and when the telephone was in us
the telegraph had to keep silent

.Minimal

me

a

wen woman,

and I would like to
tell the whole world
of it I suffered
fromfemale trouble
and fearful pains in
my back. I had the
best doctors and
they all decided
that I had a tumor
in addition to my
female trouble, and
advised an opera,

tion.

Lvdia

.

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound made
me a well woman and I have no more
backache. I hope I can help others by
tollina- -

L

them what Lvdia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound has done for
oaor irsiou,
MRS.
me."
Milwaukee, Wis.
The above is only one of tbe thousands of grateful letters which are
constantly being received by the
Pinkham Medicine Company of Lynn,
Mass., which prove beyond a doubt that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from roots and herbs,
actually does cure these obstinate diseases of women after all other means
have failed, and that every such suf-eriwoman owes it to herself to at
leastgive Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial before submitting to an operation, or giving up
hope of recovery.

Mrs. Pinkham, of Lynn, Mass
invites all sick women to write
her for advice. She has (raided
thousands to health and her
advice is free.

FREE
IVSl

Mary T. Goldman'!
Gray Hair Restorer,

ortalnAl color in
FvV reetom
ana, neeiwiui manner
a from 7 to 14 day.
different from any- 1m.
itins
It nflmtU
permanent.
Im Hub MnMHA
Doemot
on nor loot ttnnat- artj. Hea no sediment, aowho
lt'a neither atiokr nor
por
reiay it'a aa
and clear a water. Don1! eiamm
pnrunenfr
nave round
wnat uoutaoai or
afe and Mtisfactory. For aaaipleounrl
and comb
freo, write to MART T. GOLDMAN.
6O0M-KBtda., St. Paul, Jf inn. Be nr. to nentioa or- tinferior of yum half. Full rilaba. for nle by ill

whs OMiipng.
nnd not s.en him ae
nuch üke Ms old self In months, and
h.'art good.
Somehow It

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

1

It did my

alfo seemed to

Edward A. Wilson's Preparation of Hrphoaphites and Blodaetti from th orltrinal furmula is
the Sonarían Remedir for Consumption, Asthma. Catarrh, La Grippe, Coughs, Golds, and
all Throat and Lung Malidies.
Thousands of people aay they have reliev
ed by It.
Those who have used it will have no oth
er, and reccotnmend it to their fellow suffers.
It has cured many after they were given
up as incurable by their phyaicion.H.
For full particulars, testimonials, etc., address
C. A. Abbot, Sole Agent,
60 Ann Street, New Yrok City, N. Y

HOTEL de CAMP.

well for me.
ROOMS, 25 Cents.
MEALS, 25 Cents.
had returned, and
he was once more the charming,
DAY BOAD, $4.50 per WEEK;
BOARD
and ROOM, $5.50 per WEEK.
fellow we ail loved.
"Everything's all right at last, Tom,"
D. HOODENPYI.E, Proprietor.
SUNNYSIDE. NEW MEX.
he cried. "I don't deserve it, but I'm
down on my knees slving thanks for
it, Just the same, and if ever" he
lowered his voice, looking over my
shoulder at some one who was approaching "If ever I get any of you
SUMNER
Into such a muss again, may 1 be
hanged! Oh, It's been awful! You'll
never know. But It's over, thnnlt (lod!
Mrs. M. Philion, Proprietress.
SYNOPSIS.
Her friend no'ldrd wnrm!y. lnuq'i-tr- r And now It's up to us to
make good.
dancing over her face and In ai.d And that's whnt I'm
010120
Serials
to
010130.
First-clasc.iir:;
to do. old
s
CHAITETt I. The striry opfns with
out anions the copious chins.
man. Who Is this con'oiiiuled fellow
f:.m
at a box partv. M;í,s ífnrletf
NOT C0A1 LAND.
W.nsanley, 8:st!r of Bisln.p WinstanUy
"She is really a charming girl," I coming? I watitci' to talk
you
a
with
rvpr..elld Ban.. i r An..o;iv prop
Well-furnishlo Iut in.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
ed
B irbara Hein.nsrjy,
::
minute, but I'll look in
whose broii.er Dan
v.u.s in hia rnip.uy.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
"Who is she, anyway?" a3ked Mrs. If you're to ho ut homo. ai'tr
.tn wab o:ie of lu
There's a
tunn's popultu young nn'n. Dun
J Pines. ' To think of my not asking
18,
Oct.
1909.
81
Prompt
to
deal
you,"
vps
Service
tell
ner oumsa when AUorm'y Ton
and Courteous Attention
ami lie
off.
TwinttiK. lold him l;uru::ru refund All- - that before?"
An ecclesiast.lcal-'ooliirNotice is hereby given that R. P.
gentleman
tonv.
"Miss Streetcr." said I; "a cousin mounted the steps
'
Ervien,
with
Inquiring
Given
Commissioner of Public Landf
To All. Patrons.
etc.
CHAPTER II. -- Ankony te followln
of Airs, .lack Ankony."
oay, in tht, iresm-for the bishop,
I went In to oi the Territory of New
luin.ij;, a Mexico, filed in
"Not Cecelia Streeter! You don't Miss Winstanley. while
cused Lan of looting ti e bank. Twin- Ing refu d to prost-- i u:ti. H
this office on May 20, 19(9, under the
tell me! Why. Henrietta, dry your
She was flushed and srii'ir.g and
Ankony to pouipone ...ti'iin.;
ey s; this match was made in bright-eyed- .
.revisions of the Act cf Congress o
'
bishopwas
She
born
for
the
CHAPTER III. Twining lwrned of the hiavin.
"Did you think I had forgotten you? June 21, 198, Inde mnity School Lam
engagement cf Ankony and U.uüuru. iie ric. Think how she looks the part."
Bless you, no. But there has been Selections, for the follow ing describei
congratulated both.
"Co I am always reminding
Mit.r.
so much to do. We only left Barbara, tracts of Land:
CHAPTER IV. He visited Mías Hem. j
Insray ano found her allium In liar, fie Winitanlty," 1 ventured.
poor child, an
ago.
There were
List C94. Serial 010120.
Lota 1. 2.
told her he had loved
"T ien that's all she ever does.' messages to bohour
hut feared
sent for. her, orders 3, 4 sv of sw, se of sw,
prematurely announcing
aft etion. tiy
sister-in-lamiserably.
ne of se, nw oi
ncttuna alune alie told luiu alie reeipro- - walled her
to countermand, and "
uated.
"Oh, by no means. You greatly mi'
"Then the isn't going with h!m?" I se, sw of se, se of ae Sec. 1. Lots 1, 2,
IHnes,
CHAPTER V.-Ans.in
Judse liei," l!rs. Dines contando! broke in.
3, 4, ne of sw, nw of sw. sw of sw.
CURTIS & WOLFLEY, Prop's.
wealthy w.dnvp, proposed a in:ima:;i ,
I grant you, but a
is
calm,
"SI:e
bili
InfO.in.lt-vftroxy w:th Hlsh oi
Tl.e
"Oh, did you think
is it ropsib'.e jSec. 2 T. 4n. R. 20 E. N.M.r.M. 543.12
be calm. So, really.
ter tOD.,lt.id Hi.li Twiim.K. Tile b.alivp op's wife
acres.
uaa uvon pay.ng attentions to aiiaa ' since your brother wouldn't lisve me. you gave hor credit for so little"
"
Streeter.
"If she loved him
List 695. Serial 010121. Se of sw,
I don't know where he coald
The Best Line Of Fresh and Cured Meats
hare
consnltrd the
CHAPTER VI.-D- :in
She caught nio up sharp'y.
"Of Sec. 2, T. 4x. , R 20 E. , N. M. p.m.
Ne of
J- done better. Besides, she's Kodigiom-lshJiiis his s.s.er v.aj
course
t
she
I
didn
love him.
alwayN
to nuirry An!:uriy, de.'lnr n r she aeiuyou
rich,
You
know.
What!
2,
sw,
Sec.
didn't
4
T.
N., Ii. 21 E., N.M.P.- .
In Town.
ally Ir.ved the bunker, llioi.jti lie could
told you that, but you would go on in
know? Oh. yes. immensely ro. .My your
not help bel fvln alie way raauln a aai
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SYNOPSIS.
The story opens with the shipwreck of
the steamer on wlilih Mils Genevieve
Leslie, an American heireHs. Iord
an' Engllsliuiun, ami Tom Blake,
American, were nassennera.
lThebrusque
an uninhabthree were tossed upononly
ones not
ited island and were the
Srowned. lilake recovered from a drunk-f- n
stupor. Hlake. sliunned on the bast,
because of his rouirhnesH, became a hero
as preserver of the helpless pair. The
or
Englishman was suinK for the handback
Miss Ivslic. Blake started to swim
left.
was
what
to
ship
to the
Blake returned safely. Winthrope wasted
his last match on a cigarette, Tor which
he was scored by Blake. Their first meal
was a dead fish. The trio started a ten
Thirst atmile hike for hiKher land.
Blake was compelled to
tacked them.
carry MIsb Ieslle on account of weari-.-s-enThey
He taunted Wlnihrope.
That night was passed
tered the jungle.
next morn-In- r
roosting high In a tree. The open
asaln.
they descended to the
All three constructed hats to shield themselves from the sun. They then feasted
food.
on cocoanuta, the only procurable Blake,
Mlas Islle showed a liking for
by Blake
but detested his roughness, Inbed
cliffs.
some
they established a home
Blake found a fresh water spring. Miss
T,eslte faced an unpieasani
Thev planned their campaign. Blake recovered his surveyor's magnifying glass,
thua Insuring Are. He started a Jungle
CHAPTER IX. Continued.
Blake picked a path along the edge
of the rill, where the moist vegetation,
though scorched, had refused to burn.
After the first abrupt ledge, up which
Blake had to drag his companions, the
ascent was easy. But as they climbed
around an outfitting corner of the
steep right wall of the cleft Blake
muttered a curse of disappointment.
;He could now see that the cleft did
mot run to the top of the cliff, but
through It, like a tiny box canyon.
The sides rose sheer and smooth as
'walls. Midway, at the highest point of
ithe cleft, the baobab towered high
Above the ridge crest, its gigantic
trunk filling a third of the breadth of
Unfortunately
it
Ithe little gorge.
stood close to the left wall,
"Here's luck for you!" growled
Blake. "Why couldn't the blamed old
'tree Have grown on the other side?
We might have found a way to climb
It.
Guess we'll have to smoke out
another leopard. We're no nearer
those birds' nests than we were yes-

terday."

"By Jove, look here!" exclaimed
Winthrope.
"This is our chance for
antelope!
Here by the spring are
only
bamboos real bamboos and
half the thicket burned."
"What of them?" demanded Blak.
"Bows arrows and did you not
agree that they would make knives?"
"Umph we'll see. What is it, Miss

"Isn't that a hole

In the big tree?"
These baobabs are

"Perhaps that is where the leopard
had his den," added Winthrope.
We'll go and
"Shouldn't wonder.
see."
"But, Mr. Blake," protested the girl
"mov them not be other leopards?"
"Might have been; but I'll bet they
lit out with the other. Look how the
tree is scorched. Must have been
taefau of Hrv brush around the hole
nnmrh in emnka nut a fireman. We'll
look and see if they left any soup
bones lying around. First, tnougn
drink. Miss Jenny."
As he spoke, Blake kicked aside
some smouldering branches ana lea
tti wav tn the crevice whence the
spring trickled from the rock Into a
shallow stone basin. When all had
drunk their fill of the clear cool water
niaira tnrdr un his club and walked
straight across to the baobab. Less
than 30 steps brought him to the narrow opening In the trunk of the huge
tree. At first he could make out nothing in the dimly lit interior; but the
catty odor was enough to con
. fetid,
vince him that he had round tne
leopards' den.
He caught the vague outlines of a
long body, crouched five or six yards
away, on the far side of the hollow.
He sprang back, his club brandished
to strike. But the expected attack did
not follow. Blake glanced about as
though considering the advisability of
a retreat. Winthrope and Miss Leslie
The
were staring at him, white-facesight of their terror seemed to spur
bravado; though his
him to dare-devactions may rather have been due to
the fact that he realized the futility of
flight, and so rose to the requirements
of the situation the grim need to
stand and face the danger.
he
"Get behind the bamboos!"
called, and as they hurriedly obeyed,
ke caught up a stone and flung It in at
the crouching beast.
He heard the missile strike with a
soft thud that told him he had not
missed his mark, and he swung up his
Given half a
club in both hands.
chance he would smash the skull of
the female aB he had crushed her
blinded mate. One moment after an-other passed, and he stood poised for
the shock, tense and scowling. Not
so much aB a snarl came from within.
'"$ The truth flashed upon him.
I
"Smothered!" he yelled.
The other saw him dart In through
the hole. A mcruent later two limp
grayish bodies were flung out into the
immediately after Blake reap
peared, dragging the body of the moth
er leopard.
"It'a all right; they're dead!" cried
Winthrope, and he ran forward to
look at the bodies.
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one, which grew nearest to the sea
ward side of the cleft.
NDER THE CAREY ACT
"Here's our ladder, ' he said. "Gel
some firewood. Pound the bushes,
At 50 Cents per Acre to the State
though, before you go poking into
Exclusive of Water Eights
May
here.'
snakes
be
them.
"Snakes? oh!" cried Miss Leslie,
RAWIN6 TO BE HELD AT
and she stood shuddering at the danThe arguments became so hot
ger she had already incurred.
ANTONITO, COLORADO
That pairs were
The fire had burnt itself out on a
separated.
bare ledge of rock between them and
And men were hit
the baobab, and the clumps of dry
and men were
HURSDAY, N0VEMBER4
shot
brush left standing in this end of the
unWith fervor
cleft were very suggestive of snakes,
abated;
now that Blake had called attention
on UNDER THE DIRECTION
OF THE STATE
It had effect
to the possibility of their presence.
business
LAND BOARD
the
and
seller
The
com
He laughed at his hesitating
buyer
panions. "Go on, go on! Don't squeal
This 1 5.000 acres of chotee land it
Would talk no more open
United
to every citizen of the years
till you're bit. Most snakes hike out,
of hat or dress
of
male or femaie. over 21
States,
But talk right up age, regardless of where they are now
It you give them half a chance. Take
"I.lar!"
to
living.
a stick each of you, and pound the
This land will be allotted oy arawins
bushes."
Colorado, Thurs- The pulpit took It to be, held at Antonlto.
November 4tn, laws.
up, and then
Thus urged, both started to work.
he opening will be under the super
cdogmatimade
were
thicker
the
claims
ventured
into
The
But neither
vision of the Colorado State Land
Board, and no special advantage wm
clumDS.
When they returned, with Homes were disruptedto once again
attic.
be given to any one. All who register
From cellar clear
large armfulB of sticks and twigs, The
stumps
h,,i nn annul nnnnrtunltv. Names
politicians took the
the
will be registered at the office of nvm
they found that Blake had used his
And also tuok the tickets
loitec
colonisation uompany, wi
thumps
mighty
tables
glass to light a handful of dry bark, And struck the Peary
on Building, Denver, Colorado, where
tickets.
For Cook and
the books are now open.
out in the sun, and was nursing it In
The numbers will be put In a barrel,
to a small fire at the base of the tree, Old parties naturally died.
and the first number drawn will have
wiii
and drawing
first selection,
From tariff troubles weary.
on the side next the cliff.
continue until the land la all allotted.
And people lined up on each sid- e"Now, Miss Jenny," he directed
When a number Is drawn. If the holder
one
cook,
One
stood
for
does not file, an money win oe reiuuueu
you're to keep this going not too big The suffragettes were all against
immediately.
same time you Both sides, their speakers scorning
a fire understand
The i'arev Ant nermlts one person to
com
had
who
men
choose
To
'twlxt
file on land for another by proxy, ap-socan keep on fetching brush to fumi
by giving a power or attorney,
that
menced
your
It,
all
gate
cat hole. It needs
nllnanlB ma V .MCltr lAnrl thrOUBTh an
To.stay out until morning.
agent and need not attend the drawing
right."
uum
personally, or go to me ianu
may be pone
Will not that be rather too much And when the fight was at Its height
make final proof, which
There came a third distraction;
within six months or any time within
for Miss Leslie?" asked Winthrope.
A man of intellect and might
three years.
Well, if she'd rather come and rub
This is the most liberal act under
Wheeled swiftly into action.
which you can obtain government
brains on the skins, Indian tan, you The warring poles we tried to scan
lands.
one,
was
true
which
the
To
know
"
know, or
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protest against being left alone, when
join in the laugh
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vantage of this opportunity,
ous serpent might come darting at her
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the game.
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dreamed the fuss
about the pole
Grew dally great
and greater.
With arguments to
try the soul
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by
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And
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then
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One Moment

After Another

Passed,

followed, hardly

less
Miss Leslie
curious.
"Are they all dead, Mr. Blake?" she
Inquired.
"Wiped out whole family. The old
cat stayed by her kittens, and all
smothered together lucky for us! Get
busy with those bamboos, Win. I'm
going to have these skins, and the
sooner we get the cub meat hung up
and curing, the better for us."
again!" rejoined
"Leopard meat
Winthrope.
"Spring leopard, young and tender!
Get a
What more could you ask?
move on you."
"Can I do anything, Mr. Blake?"
asked Miss Leslie.
"Hunt a shady spot."
"But I really mean it."
"Well, if that's straight, you might
if
go on along the gully, and see
there's any place to get to the top.
You could pick up sticks on the way
back, if any are left. We'll have to
we
fumigate this tree hole before
adopt It for a residence."
"Will It be long before you finish
with your with the bodies?"
"Well, now, look here, Miss Jenny;
it's going to be a mess, and I wouldn't
mind hauling the carcasses clear down
the gully, out of sight, If It was to be
the only time. But It's not, and you
have got to get used to it, sooner or
later. So we'll start now.
"I suppose, if I must, Mr. Blake
Really, I wish to help.
like!
That's something
"Good.
Think you can learn to cook?"
morning.
"See what I did this
Blake took the cord of cocoanut fi
ber which she held out to him, and
tested its strength.
"Well,. I'll be blessed!" he; said
"This is something like. If you don't
look out, you'll make quite a camp- But now, trot
mate, Miss Jenny.
along. This is hardly arctic weather,
and our abattoir don't Include a
The sooner these
plant.
lambs are dressed, the better."
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T WAS no pleasant sight
that met Miss Leslie's
gaze upon her return. The
neatest of butchering can hardly be
e
termed aesthetic; and lilake and
lacked both skill and tools. Between the penknife and an Improvised
blade of bamboo, they had flayed the
two cubs and haggled off the flesh.
The ragged strips, spitted on bamboo
rods, were already searing In the fierce
sun-ray-

Miss Leslie would have slipped into
the hollow of the baobab with her
armful of fagots and brush; but Blake
waved a bloody knife above the body
of the mother leopard, and beckoned
the girl to come nearer.
"Hold on a minute, please," he said.
"What did you find out?"
Miss Leslie drew a few steps near

xx&sttsr1

crop will be.

This will hold good When a see a crop covered a foot
WATER TANKS,

CONTEST NOTICE.
Department of the

GUTTERING, WELL CASING, FLUES and STOVE PIPE

water a source where the water is sweet
year will come that it ra i3 too and pure it will destroy vegeta-niucar.d your crops are cut tion.
R. C. NloBET.
ghort. another cames when it is

Agent for the Celebrated
"ANN ARSOR"
Gasoline
J. A. NORTH 1NGTON, Prop.

to dry; again your crops are cut
short, then another comes when
Keep Interested in Something.
Many old men break down and beit just rains sufficient to make come
childlike because tuey abandon
cv ryt'iing fc'row ?ii:ely, than &e business,
and thiui lope much of their
ifii.indant crops you raise every-diiinterest in the world around
them. It is not uncommon for old peoSuccessful farming by irrigatlii'' ple
to take up courses of study and
is following closeiy to nat.ir successfully pass through them. All
when she !s in her bst n o d. such occupations serve to keep the
Interest alive in somethins besides
Get your land as vel as you mere
selfishness, and do more toward
can then get the wafer on ar.d warding of "the blues" tlmn all the
In the drug stores.
again
medicine
off
a3 quickly as possible
If let stand cr you ;un it two
Mr. Blank "Will Oblige."
great a dislance you will waterAt a court of justice In Australia
log your land which takes the much
frequented by Chinese a newly
plant
qualities out of appointed crier was ordered by the
judgo
to summon a witness
to the
it. Just the same as wuh a og
stand. "Call for Ah Song." was the
of wood that you let lay in the command.
The crier was puzzled for
water for a time, you may make a moment. He glanced shyly at the
:o burn judge, but found him quite grave.
it perfectly dry and
he turned to the spectators.
it but the life is out of it and it Then
"Gentlemen." he asked, "would anv
will lie dead in the fire.
of you favor his lordship with a
Another mistake I see being song?" Shanghai Times.
made by some in the Valley is
Hot Water.
making your ditches too duep in People do not
realize the value of
the ground. The bottom of yo r hot water. It will stave off an attack
Indigestion
of
or
check a sudden seditch shouln be as nar iev vere
If taken as soon as one
with the land to be irrigated a. feels pain
;he attack coming on. It will
possible. If the bot$em ,of your ward off a nervous headache or eyeditch is one or two feet below strain, if the head or eyes are bathed
in it and one is careful not to rusa
the level of the land to be irriga- right
out into the cold.
ted it will hold a lot of water
you cannot draw off and you are
Needleless Compass.
subjecting your land to be
To avoid the trouble, besetting com
which is another way passes on steel ships, the metal of
deflects the needle, a German
of taking the life largely out of which
Inventor has devised a needleless one
your land. Do not attempt to iu the form of a gyroscope, the axis
run your water over
feet on of which always adjusts itself par- allel to the earth's axis.
liny sort of a crop, letter, less
than over. The Good Book tells
Succinctly Put.
us about certain things that will
"He dances 'leautiiully, ' said tlx-girl,
flourish like a tree planted by a slimmer
"but he hadn'-- . been her
river, I want to call your atten- - a week before he was engaged to bo
"Ah!" replied Miss Cay
married."
tion to the fact that it di;e3 rot! eniie; "he
better than hi
Washington Slat
state ''planted in a river."
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Once each week we pay for this space
for the privalege only of inviting you
once again to become a depositor of
our bank.
The person who reads about us

g

life-givi-

us at least
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A

New
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urgent-

invited.

The First Maiioiia

milk,

MCMSE
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he L'ctt

M!HRCEATr
Aovtiuag in Cur Line.
a

Groceries. Provisions, Notions,
GENTS

FURNISHING

GOODS,

Boots and Shoes
MOISE BROS. CO.

?.

Manuel

FOOR & Co.

D.

Beckwith.

Dru(f Company.
Sunnyside.

o.v

C. C. DAVIDSON.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Practices in all the Courts.
Special attention to land cases
before the U. S. Land Office.
Tucumcari,

New Mex.

WHARTON & LAWSON.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

Alahogokdu.

N- -

M.

M. R. BAKER.

!

1,

S. ?5 East.

R,

Mex

iicgUter.

On ku.

LMATÍ VE

Wm. Parr En;í anú'.i cl e. t man
marr.eJ the third time at lüj, wurkeii

REAL ESTATE AGENTS, LAID LOCATORS,
and SURVEYORS.

lt'oZ
jamv8 Wright, ji Fpurloek,
siiows how to remain yoiuj?. "I
just like a
he writer,
t"r taking six bottles ot fciectnc

Ahj

iviuuvui

iHSYBUP

Ky.,
ix the orititr.it lax.itivw coiurh sttiiii,
feel
"af- - contains no opiates, pently move tna
towel, carrying Lhe coid ci! thruijll thu
Bit- - n&tnrnl channels,
Guaranteed to givo
f....a
fl.lf.r
or moaey reiuadd.
"
... bllrdl,n hut t,I:.!... . nt!
For pale l y the Sunyaide Dru;.: Co
oí this wonderful medicine convinced
me i na lound tiie greatest cure cn
earth." They're a go Isend to weak,
n
sickly
or old people.
Try
them. 5(ie at Sunnyside Drug Co.
80.
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The Santa Fe
New

F. C. HASTINGS.

Carpenter and Builder.

l
an

South

Pao

and the El Paso Fair
Association invites you to attend the
EL PASO FAIR and EXPOSITION
Nov. 1st. to 7th.
El

one-ha- lf

L

DR. W. R. LOVELACE.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
SURGERY A SPECIALTY.
Office at the store oí the Sun:ys:ta

Lived 152 Year?.

About the last of this month shall
begin here the publication of a weekly
paper to be known as The Index
and published at One Dollar per year.

Persons may pay as far in advance
as they wish, and the offer is good
until the day set above for the
division of the money, but it applies
only to cash in advance subscriptions
handled by the parties named, though
any may solicit subscriptions and turn
them over to these.

PROFESSIONAL,

Fort

ud BUCHANAN

ObA
;?

I

In La Lande, the Holiness Association has been asked to act as Banker
and will receive fifty per cent of all
money so collected.

Makes close connections with the Belen
at Williard; with the South
western at Torrance and with the
A. T. & S. F. at Kennedy.
H. W.Coomer, Acting Manager.
Cut-o- ff

A. P. ANAYA

uwiiti i uiiilh

New Church.

Going North.

Leaves Torrance at 11:05 A. M.
Williard at 12:40 P. M.
Arrives at Santa Fe 5:25 P. M.

Foet Sumner.

W av.

have the f.eld notes of Township
'
Township 2 Nortjl, 2G East.

Five days after the installation of
my plant and the mailing of my first
issue, they are to pay me
the
money so collected and to pay the
other half into the fund for the

P.M. going soutli
8:0(1 P. M.

NOTICE.
missioner A Sl'EClAI.TV.
Department of the Interior, United Slatea Land
NOTARY PUBLIC IN OFFICE.
Oilice. Snta Fe H. M. Oct., 26 1ÍÍ.9.
New Mexico.
A Hullkiunt contest adiduvit hav:n
hern filed
'n thib ollica by John A. Milter, uuri.eL.nL, e
tinst Huncsleatl Kutiy, 144Ü9Í, n.ado June i)tii,
tHiJS, for Souihwetrt
Section 7. Townsiiip 2 N.
liange 21 el, N. M. P. Memii:.n. by Juinvp. F.
AlcMeckin, Contestee in which it :s ulkged .hht
SJ.ÍU Jam ta V. McMecKing
ha whu.iy ajnduned Practices Law before
the Prohate,
iiaid
land
a period of
mort
lor
next
innnt..s,
tmn
ürecee.uiig CouriLy Commissioners, and Justice of
six
October,
1909 the date of Maid coutudi ultima
the Peace Courts.
k't ati-- wau nut ul suid time rcaiointi' upm
Sumner,
New
the Sin.e. Snid partita are mrehy
uotilied Lo appear, r.Si.on.J, and otter evidtnee
touching fla.ü allegations at lit o clock a. ni, on
L,ec. ii. jatf. otjote j rank N. Page, U. S. Cour
The Cough Syn:p that
at uihann, N. M., and thai finili
hear n will ue held at .0 o'clock a. m. on Jan. 7,
rids the system of a cold
lltll). before the Ktgisier .n iv..-iveat the Unby acting as a cathartic oa the
ite! b tales Luna Office in ii.n a re 14. M.
bowels is
The saiu cwiiuatnt tu. aia, .n a ,.ro, er affidavit
iiieu Oct. 2fí lfj&, sel tortn i'auis which tjhmv üiat
ouu dil'enm; pu.s..nai aeivi.c o cli.a nuiici.
not be made, it in htuOuY uií.ciud t.n dm-cifttiai such n .tice i given by uU; and pro,.er

Call On Or Write To Us.

I have asked Mr, Henry, at the
Bank, and Mr. Katz, of Sunnyside, to
accept subscriptions under the following agreement:

Leaves Willard 6:13
Arrives at Torrance

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Contest Casus Eefohe U. S. Com-

cf Fori Sumner, N.

C.

NOTICE!

South.

Dc,.tiiy.

N"ex-o- .

The New Papei

3

ly solicited and respectfully

SPECIALTY.

Sunnyside.

Notice is hereby given that I will on the 11th,
day of Nuvcitber,
at one o'clock p. m. at
the office of J. P. Perkins, J. P. in rrccinci
No, 12, Guadalupe County, sell to the highes.
bidder fur cash in hand, certa, rt household good,
levied upon under attachment by J. A. Wallace
against E. Ilrown. to satin' y a judgement ol
twenty four dollars and cob s of suit?.
Given unier my hand, th.e Oct., ÜOth 19 '9.
J. M. Caa:ts, Sieri.T.
By. W. M. Hamer,

The

he knows us the more likely he

Yoar account, large or small,

and WAGONWORK

H08SE SHOEING
J. M. KUYKENDALL.

CONSTABLES SALE.

times better than

to like us and our business methods.

two-step-s

BlACKSMiTHiNG

fifty-tw- o

if he had read of us but once.

better

appear, respond and offer evidinee tojthtng Bait,
allegations at 10 o clock, a. m. on Dec. 4th, IW.,
bei'ore D. J. Tow n'ey, U. S. Commúaior.rr at
N. M. (and that final hearing will bo hvl
at 9 o clock a. m. on Dec, i:ith, 1W?3 before) the
Kegistcr and Receiver at the Untied States Land
Office in Rt.3V.rll, N. M.
T. C. Tillotson, Register.
Oct. 30. Dm. i.

times a year ought to know

fifty-tw- o

t:--

TIME TABLE.
From Santa Fe to Torrance.
Leaves Santa Fe at 1:45 P. M. going

Interior, United State

Land office Roewell, N. M Oct., 7th, 11 9.
A sufficient contest affidavit having been filed
tn this office by Susan Duvall, contestant, againat
H. E. No. 11011, made Feb.. 13th, 1907, for N
NE. M N 2 NW
Section 21. Township 1. N
Kanhe 27, E. by William
Akers, contestes, in
which it in alledtreii that said William Akers has
wholly abandoned the said tract: that he has
changed his residente therefortn for more than
six months since making said entry and next prior
is not nettled
j to the date hereof; that said tract
upon and cultivated by said ptrty as required by
law; thai his alleged absence from said land was
nut due to his employment in the Army, Navy, or
Marine Corps of the United States as a private
soldier, officer, S34man or miriue du.-ir the war
with Sjiain, or during any other war tn which the
I. nited States ni..y be engaged, and this, thesai'l
cunUuUnt is retdy tu prove at such time end
place an may be mimed by the Register and ftocei- vur for a hearing in suid cate, and ha therefore
asks to b! allowed to prove said alliagatioi.s, and
that said homestead entry No. Hull may be de
clared cancelled and forfeited to the United
Suluih, he, tne contestant, puyiny the eimnea oí
duch hearing. Said parties are hereby notnted to

MADE TO ORDER.
WINDMILL WORK "A SPECIALITY."

systems of applying

RAILROAD.

KEW MEXICO CENTRAL

SUNNYSIDE TIN SHOP

to the end of time. Too much deep in water it is coming very
water has the sanie effect as too close to being in a river and even
H.t'.e. Nature has furnirei three it the water 3 flowing- from

$15,000.00 in Prizes
for Harness and Running Races
$2,000 Purses for Baseball Tournament
See "The Santa Fe Trail"

Scmethieg doing every minute.
''iintng Fxhibits, Live Stock Shows and Cattlemen's
Elaborate displays of fancy fruits
Conventions.
asid í rains raised by irrigation and dry farming i
the Great Southwest.
illuminated parat!
and street carnival.
Os-Ap-

'

N. M.

When you have pilos den't fail to use
The
the great pile remedy.
only way to cure this annoying trouble
is to apply something that will act on
all parts affected. That is what. ManZan
does. It is put up in a tube with nozile
Sold by Sunnyside Drug Co.
attached.

Fort Sumner
Broom Factory,
OWENS

&.

WHOLESALE &

SONS
RETAIL

Solicit the (Jeneral

Trade and
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Fokt Sumner.
New Mex.

L. R. SCHOOL
Contractor and Builder.

"It Gives All The News."
Subscribe to your home paprr first
and then take the El Paso Herald.
The Herald is the best medium to
keep in touch with general news as
well as news of the whele southwest.

"Cement

Work A Specially"
Eighty Acres of patented land, ten
Call on me for bids on ali
miles south-cas- t
of town tor sale

kinds of Buildings.
Fort Sumner,

C. W. KOOH.

N. M.

?iEULES far ths Kidneys
OQ.
30 DAYS' TRIAL FOR SI.
On sale at the Sunnside Drug Go's.

In any emergency where pake
is required, use Pinesalve, carboi-ize- d
there is nothing better for
cuts, burns and bruises. Sold by

Sunnyside Drug

!e

A.

EL PASO FAIR AND EXPOSITION

Nov. 1 st to 7th.

J.

Co.

GILLIAM.

Agent for Texico Steam Laundry,

I

RAILROADS

Ol.ti!- -

y.

Man-Za-

ONE FARE FOR RCUKD TKIi

ON ALL

The oldest dialy in the
west. $1.75 per quarter

Side Of The Fkza,

Sunnyside,

M

Mexican

IIMf;.
.JIlll't!v n.aniiHi in liI ciiUhli..
i:avctfl and Oovyi iRhtri rraínhi;tHu Wo.l'i or Ilntr. lor
itiTii'i.
FUSE REPORT on imtPntHtniity. THtc lit rct-lexi iunlvflv. Bank references.
in Htiirnpi for our two ínvnlnable I
hend 4
book on HOW TO OBTAIN mill EELL PAT I
oiui'ii oiuii win mj. now in fm tt i)rt- - I
I
ni;r,iMitntlawn(loi!nrvM.lui.li;oimroniintl(m,

D.

SWIFT &
PATENT

1303 Seventh St.,

CO.

LAWYERS,
Waahinnton.

I

W.

and W. Tailoring Co.,

ALSO,
CITY

BARBER

MaiTi'2T2 Péfa Rett.
RELi'tl WJiEH OTKCX fA
For

i..iV!-

th Siinmp'rte

One Year
One Dollar.

lr.i

D. C.

FRANK

The REVIEW

SHOP.

N. PAGE.

U. S. Court Commissioner
Buchanan,
New Mexico.

